Together with these noted facts, another necessary inquiry in regard to epidemics, and which admits of being followed during their absence, consists in taking a broad physiological view of the great laws by which health is maintained, and in comparing these normal processes with those modified conditions observable in the subject suffering from the epidemic disorder.
From the consideration of those great and philosophical studies which should be carried out in the absence of an epidemic, and which are suitable, and indeed possible, to but a limited number of minds, we turn now to the less poetical, more matter-of-fact part of this subject?the mode of conducting observations during the existence of a spreading disorder.
In this labour four elements are required. From three thousand weekly returns, all constructed on the same principles, these and many other facts could not fail to be elicited; while from the facts themselves, carefully stored up for some years, might eventually be wrought out the historical formulae of not one, but many, of the epidemic diseases.
